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TITLE

METHODS OF ASSESSING RISK BASED ON MEDICAL DATA AND USES

THEREOF

FIELD

The embodiments disclosed herein relate to methods of assessing risk based

on medical data and uses thereof, and more particularly, to deriving functions for

assessing risk associated with medical data.

BACKGROUND

Despite an intense focus on the safety and quality of the care provided in

hospitals in the United States generated by reports from the Institute of Medicine,

progress is frustratingly slow. One weakness in our hospital systems is the lack of a

clear-cut, reliable assessment of a patient's risk that can be used to communicate

among healthcare professionals. Current nursing staffing and physician-coverage

practices have accentuated the need for a tool that can highlight changes in a patient's

risk not easily apparent to a caregiver unfamiliar with that patient.

Catastrophic deterioration of patients in a hospital is frequently preceded by

documented deterioration of physiological parameters. Many systems quantify patient

risk for a particular disease or condition. Currently, there is an emphasis on a group of

models that quantify risk across diseases, but with a limited goal: to identify patients

at extreme risk for cardiac or respiratory arrest. These systems are used to trigger

medical emergency teams (MET), rapid response teams (RRT), or critical care

outreach (CCO). Currently, most RRT in the United States are triggered by one

parameter at a time, and that parameter often represents a significant change in a

particular vital sign. For example, a significant change in blood pressure might trigger

a call to the RRT, or a significant change in skin color might trigger a call. In some

cases, a general feeling that something is not right might lead to a call. Failure of

clinical staff to respond to deterioration of respiratory or cerebral function and

increase levels of medical intervention will put patients at risk of cardiorespiratory

arrest. Inappropriate action in response to observed abnormal physiological and



biochemical variables might lead to avoidable death. Suboptimal care prior to

admission to a critical care unit can lead to increased mortality.

Because of resource limitations, the number of patients that can be monitored

and treated in intensive care units (ICUs) and high dependency units (HDUs) is

restricted. The selection of patients who might benefit from critical care is therefore

crucial. Identifying medical in-patients at risk of deterioration at an early stage by

means of simple protocols based on physiological parameters may reduce the number

of pre-ICU resuscitations

One thing that a few hospitals have done is to employ an Early Warning

System (EWS) as a means for deciding whether a patient needs to be transferred to

the ICU. Other hospitals have developed a Modified Early Warning System

(MEWS). Both existing systems typically use a small number of factors such a pulse,

blood pressure, temperature, and respiratory rate. For each factor, a partial score is

given, and all of these are then tabulated into a total score, which in turn is expressed

as a binary recommendation: whether or not to move the patient into the ICU; no

other action is suggested, no other information is obtained.

Such systems determine a patient's need to be transferred to the ICU by

providing an emergency alert. However, these systems do not provide assistance to

the doctor or nurse in helping to anticipate and thereby avoid medical crises, nor are

they helpful to the clinical researcher in evaluating the efficacy of procedures and

treatments. They convey no health trend information. Also, they are limited in the

number of factors analyzed and thus are not very sensitive to general health

conditions.

SUMMARY

Methods of assessing risk based on medical data and uses thereof are disclosed

herein.

According to aspects illustrated herein, there is provided a method of assessing

risk associated with medical data that includes creating, by a computer, a dataset

representing a plurality of patients, the dataset comprising (x,y) pairs for each patient,

wherein x represents the medical data collected at a first time, and wherein y is an

outcome measurement collected at a second time; binning, by a computer, the (x,y)

pairs to form a plurality of binned data sets; computing, by a computer, an average



value for x and an average value for y for each binned data set; determining, by a

computer, a minimum average value of y based on all of the average values of y;

subtracting, by a computer, the minimum average value of y from each average value

of y to get a new average value of y for each binned data set; and deriving, by a

computer, a function for assessing risk associated with the medical data. In an

embodiment, the deriving of the function includes computing, by a computer, a first

function defined from average minimum value of x to average maximum value of x;

adding, by a computer, a second constant function to the first function, wherein the

second constant function covers values of x less than the average minimum value of

x; and adding, by a computer, a third constant function to the first function and the

second constant function, wherein the third constant function covers values of x

greater than the average maximum value of x.

According to aspects illustrated herein, there is provided a method of

determining an overall risk inherent in a patient's current condition that includes

receiving, by a computer, a plurality of medical data from an admitted patient;

converting, by a computer, each of the admitted patient's medical data to Health

Score values using a set of functions, wherein each of the functions defines risk

associated with each of the medical data; combining, by a computer, the Health Score

values; generating, by a computer, a Health Score from the combined data, the Health

Score representing the admitted patient's health; and displaying, by a computer, the

Health Score. In an embodiment, the set of functions is derived using the following

steps: (a) creating, by a computer, a dataset representing a plurality of discharged

patients, the dataset comprising (x,y) pairs for each patient, wherein x represents a

single type of medical data collected at a first time, and wherein y is an outcome

measurement collected at a second time; (b) binning, by a computer, the (x,y) pairs to

form a plurality of binned data sets; (c) computing, by a computer, an average value

for x and an average value for y for each binned data set; (d) determining, by a

computer, a minimum average value of y based on all of the average values of y; (e)

subtracting, by a computer, the minimum average value of y from each average value

of y to get a new average value of y for each binned data set; (f) deriving, by a

computer, a function for assessing risk associated with the single type of medical data;

and (g) repeating steps (a)-(f) for other types of medical data to derive the set of

functions.



According to aspects illustrated herein, there is provided a method of assessing

excess risk associated with medical data that includes creating, by a computer, a

dataset representing a plurality of patients, the dataset comprising (x,y) pairs for each

patient, wherein x represents the medical data collected at a first time, and wherein y

is an outcome measurement collected at a second time; binning, by a computer, the

(x,y) pairs to form a plurality of binned data sets; computing, by a computer, an

average value for x and an average value for y for each binned data set; determining,

by a computer, a minimum average value of y based on all of the average values of y;

subtracting, by a computer, the minimum average value of y from each average value

of y to get a new average value of y for each binned data set; and deriving, by a

computer, a function for assessing excess risk associated with the medical data. In an

embodiment, the deriving of the function includes computing, by a computer, a first

function defined from average minimum value of x to average maximum value of x;

adding, by a computer, a second constant function to the first function, wherein the

second constant function covers values of x less than the average minimum value of

x; and adding, by a computer, a third constant function to the first function and the

second constant function, wherein the third constant function covers values of x

greater than the average maximum value of x.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The presently disclosed embodiments will be further explained with reference

to the attached drawings, wherein like structures are referred to by like numerals

throughout the several views. The drawings shown are not necessarily to scale, with

emphasis instead generally being placed upon illustrating the principles of the

presently disclosed embodiments.

FIG. 1 is a flow chart showing an embodiment of a method of assessing risk

associated with at least one type of medical data due to deviation from normative

values.

FIG. 2 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of bicarbonate (HCO3) at

discharge.

FIG. 3 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of hemoglobin at discharge.



FIG. 4 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of creatinine at discharge.

FIG. 5 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of heart rate at discharge.

FIG. 6 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of Braden Scale at discharge.

FIG. 7 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of heart rhythm at discharge.

FIG. 8 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of a food/nutrition assessment at

discharge.

FIG. 9 depicts a logical diagram of an embodiment of a Health Score system

of the present disclosure.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing an embodiment of a method of generating a

Health Score chart.

FIG. 11 is a chart showing a patient's Health Score derived using a method of

the present disclosure.

FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing the relationship between the method steps

performed to define risk associated with medical data (as described in FIG. 1), and

the method steps performed to determine an overall risk inherent in a patient's current

condition (as described in FIG. 10).

While the above-identified drawings set forth presently disclosed

embodiments, other embodiments are also contemplated, as noted in the discussion.

This disclosure presents illustrative embodiments by way of representation and not

limitation. Numerous other modifications and embodiments can be devised by those

skilled in the art which fall within the scope and spirit of the principles of the

presently disclosed embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

One of the problems in delivery of effective medical treatment in hospitals is

the quality and continuity of patient care. A typical patient, undergoing a serious



procedure in a hospital, may easily see five or more physicians during a stay, and also

many nurses and other supporting personnel. Maintaining a complete medical record

for each patient ("charting") swallows huge amounts of nursing time without

providing any guidance to the medical staff on how to improve the patient's care. The

present state of the art in medical care within hospitals makes very little use of the

medical record, which is so bulky and awkward that it can only be quickly perused by

doctors on their rounds. Such reading of the chart makes it almost impossible to

evaluate treatment modalities or to detect a patient's declining health in time for

intervention (before a crisis).

During a week's hospital stay, each patient may see many doctors and many

nurses. This makes it extremely difficult to provide continuity of care. Every

different caregiver must understand the medical record to give the patient optimum

care, but the form and content of present-day medical charting provides no help. Each

subsequent physician, whether a consultant or a shift replacement, is ill-prepared by

current methods to obtain a correct overall medical status of the patient, thus posing a

danger to the continued care of the patient, particularly in the recovery stages after

serious operations

For example, an attending physician, while making rounds in a hospital, may

stop in on a patient, see that the patient has good color and is sitting up in bed, and

thusly satisfied, goes on to his next appointment. However, if that patient had been

walking up and down the corridors two days ago, and now cannot get out of bed, there

is a problem. The patient may be experiencing a major and potentially life-

threatening complication.

The essence of this problem is that, although all the medical information is

recorded, it is not easily understood. After just a few days in the hospital, a patient

may have twenty or even one hundred pages in their hospital record, including

physician progress reports, nursing evaluations, records of vital signs, test results,

heart monitoring information, and so on. However, even if every doctor and nurse

who saw the patient were fully aware of the material in this record, it would not be

enough to allow for the best medical care because it is very difficult to detect trends in

such voluminous data.



The result of this arrangement has been to allow a number of patients in

recovery, post-operation or procedure, to deteriorate to the point of medical crisis

before addressing their problems. This causes a serious drain to the resources of the

hospital, and unnecessary pain and suffering, even death. It is particularly

bothersome because many of the conditions that lead to such crises can easily be

avoided if the failing condition of a patient were discovered hours or days earlier.

One thing that a few hospitals have done is to employ an Early Warning

System (EWS) as a means for deciding whether a patient needs to be transferred to

the ICU. Other hospitals have developed a Modified Early Warning System (MEWS).

Both existing systems typically use a small number of factors such a pulse, blood

pressure, temperature, and respiratory rate. For each factor, a partial score is given,

and all of these are then tabulated into a total score, which in turn is expressed as a

binary recommendation: whether or not to move the patient into the ICU; no other

action is suggested, no other information is obtained.

Such systems determine a patient's need to be transferred to the ICU by

providing an emergency alert. However, these systems do not provide assistance to

the doctor or nurse in helping to anticipate and thereby avoid medical crises, nor are

they helpful to the clinical researcher in evaluating the efficacy of procedures and

treatments. They convey no health trend information. Also, they are limited in the

number of factors analyzed and thus are not very sensitive to general health

conditions. For example, in the above-described example of a patient sitting up and

alert in bed, this type of evaluation completely misses the patient's declining health.

Because the patient still does have acceptable vital signs, he is not moved to the ICU,

and neither the EWS, nor the MEWS, would generate an alert. However, if during the

two previous days, this same patient had been walking around the hospital halls, but is

now not able to rise from a bed, an important medical decline has happened, possibly

one that will lead to a medical crises if not attended to, even though his major vital

signs are still acceptable. Some embodiments of the present disclosure address these

omissions, providing new continual, sensitive tools for improving medical care.

Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to the development of a general

measure of risk for a hospitalized patient, sensitive to the full range of patient

conditions, available for use throughout a hospital, independent of diagnosis,

which can be used to assess a patient's state, and more particularly to a system and



methods for recognizing downtrends which may indicate the onset of a

complication, and to aid in communication of this information across staff

handoffs.

After being admitted to a hospital, and during a typical hospital stay,

various tests, such as blood or urine tests, may be conducted to evaluate a patient

and collect data. Similarly, the patient may be hooked up to various medical

devices/monitors to collect raw medical data. The patient may be asked about eating

habits, mood, vaccinations, drugs taken, problems with walking, the amount of help

needed with daily activities, and living arrangements. The patient may be asked a

standard series of questions to evaluate mental function. A physical assessment may

be performed on the patient to gather information about a patient's physiological,

psychological, sociological, and spiritual status. A comprehensive patient assessment

yields both subjective and objective findings. Subjective findings are obtained from

the health history and body systems review. Objective findings are collected from the

physical examination. Subjective data are apparent only to the patient affected and

can be described or verified only by that patient. Pain, itching, and worrying are

examples of subjective data.

Although objective data has been used in the past to generate a single number

representing a patient's health, subjective data, such as nursing assessments, may be

very significant in predicting the health of a patient. Subjective data may include

variables, which may require human evaluation or assessment, rather than collecting a

numerical value, such as blood pressure, heart rate, and other measurable factors.

Subjective data includes information commonly collected in nursing assessments.

Examples of subjective data may include standards which are determined by a nurse

after assessing a variety of factors in a category, such as cardiac standard (which may

be include factors, such as pulse rate in beats per minute, warmth and dryness of ski,

blood pressure, and/or symptoms of hypotension), food/nutrition standard ((which

may be include factors, such as ability to chew and/or swallow, manual dexterity,

and/or consumption of daily diet as ordered, observed or stated), gastrointestinal

standard (which may be include factors, such as feel and appearance of the abdomen,

bowel sounds, nausea or vomiting, continence and/or bowel patterns), genitourinary

standards (which may be include factors, such as voids, continence, urine color and/or

smell as observed or stated, and/or urinary catheter), musculoskeletal standards



(which may be include factors, such as ability to move all extremities independently

and/or perform functional activities as observed or stated, including use of assistive

devices), neurological standards (which may be include factors, such as alertness,

orientation to persons, place, time and situation and/or speech coherence), pain

standard (which may be include factors, such as pain/VAS level and/or chronic pain

management), peripheral vascular standard (which may be include factors, such as

normal appearance and feel (e.g., warm and pink) of extremities, capillary refill,

peripheral pulses, edema, numbness and/or tingling), psycho-social standard (which

may be include factors, such as appropriateness of behavior to situation, expressed

concerns and fears being addressed and/or support system), respiratory standard

(which may be include factors, such as respirations at rest, bilateral breath sounds,

nail beds and mucous membranes, and/or look and feel of sputum), safety/fall risk

standard (which may be include factors, such as risk of patient to self and/or others),

and/or skin/tissue standard (which may be include factors, such as skin CD&I,

reddened areas, alertness, cooperation and ability to reposition self independently,

and/or Braden scale). Any or all of the above standards can be determined by a nurse

using a pass/fail system. Even though these standards may be binary assessments, the

transition from passing a standard to failing a standard can be very predictive in

indicating the health of a patient. For example, if a patient moves from failing two

standards, to failing five standards, to failing 7 standards, the patient may be going

through a very serious decline in health, even if the patient's vital signs are relatively

normal or not changing.

In an embodiment, the present disclosure relates to systems and methods

for assessing the risk inherent in medical data, and the sum is used as a

measure of patient risk. The presently disclosed systems and methods uses medical

data heretofore ignored. In an embodiment, the systems and methods disclosed

herein addresses patients for whom the set of models used for Rapid Response

Teams are insensitive. In addition to vital signs, the commonly used inputs to such

models, the disclosed systems and methods use nursing assessments and relate the

nursing assessments to various physiological standards. In addition to monitoring

patients who are gravely ill, the disclosed system is sensitive along the full range of

potential patient risk, that is, a downtrend in a patient who is not in imminent danger

of needing a move to the ICU can be sensed.



In an embodiment, medical data available from an electronic medical

record (EMR) - a computerized legal medical record created in an organization that

delivers care - can be collected and processed, without requiring any additional work

from the hospital staff, using a method of the present disclosure, presenting a visual

summary of the risk inherent in each medical data. FIG. 1 is a flow chart showing an

embodiment of a method of assessing risk associated with at least one type of medical

data due to deviation from normative values. The steps performed in FIG. 1 can be

carried out by a computer or computing device having one or more processors,

memory, software (including, but not limited to, programs, data, and protocols) and

hardware (including, but not limited to, circuits, displays, power supplies, cables,

keyboards, printers and mice). In step 100, the same type of medical data taken at a

first time from a plurality of patients is collected, for example, from an electronic

medical record (EMR) by a computer. In an embodiment, the first time corresponds to

the time the patient is discharged from a facility of care (e.g., hospital, nursing home).

In an embodiment, the type of medical data that is collected is a continuous variable

measured at the time of discharge from a facility of care. In an embodiment, the type

of medical data that is collected is an ordinal score generated at the time of discharge

from a facility of care. In an embodiment, the type of medical data that is collected is

a categorical class determined at the time of discharge from a facility of care. In an

embodiment, the type of medical data that is collected is a binary assessment taken at

the time of discharge from a facility of care.

In step 110, an outcome measurement derived from a second time for each of

the plurality of patients is obtained by a computer. In an embodiment, the outcome

measurement represents a mortality of each of the patients, for example, as

determined by reviewing death records available at the National Institute of Standards

and Technology. In an embodiment, the outcome measurement is determined at a

second time corresponding to ninety-days post discharge. In an embodiment, the

outcome measurement is determined at a second time corresponding to one-year post

discharge. The idea is that a patient is discharged from the facility of care only when

the patient is stable enough to be discharged. The patient may be discharged to home,

or to a skilled nursing facility, or the patient may die, but there is a significance to this

final value that allows the comparison with an outcome, such as one-year mortality. In

an embodiment, the outcome measurement is either a "yes" or "no" answer. For



example, was this patient dead one-year post discharge? In step 120, a dataset

representing each of the plurality of patients is created by a computer. The dataset

includes (x,y) pairs for each patient, wherein x is the type of medical data at the first

time, and wherein y is the outcome measurement at the second time.

In step 130, the (x,y) pairs are ordered by a computer. In step 140, the (x,y)

pairs are binned by a computer to form a plurality of binned data sets. In an

embodiment, the bin size for each of the binned data sets is selected to have at least

2% of the total number of (x,y) pairs. In an embodiment, the (x,y) pairs are binned

based on the values of x. In step 150, an average value for x (x_bar value) and an

average value for y (y_bar value) for each binned data set is computed by a computer.

In an embodiment, the dataset has enough (x,y) pairs so that each bin size has a

sufficient number of (x,y) pairs so that the average value for x (x_bar value) and the

average value for y (y_bar value) are statistically significant. In an embodiment, the

dataset has number pairs (x,y) that span the values of x which are of interest. Given

that the majority of values of x will be close to the average value for x (x_bar value),

and given that the impact of deviations from the average are generally of great

interest, the dataset should be large, on the order of thousands of points. In step 160,

the minimum average value of y_bar (y_bar (min)) is subtracted from each y_bar

value, resulting in a new average value for y_bar for each binned data set. In an

embodiment, when y_bar (min) is subtracted from each y_bar value, a new value of

y_bar (min) is zero. In step 170, a specific function y=f(x) for assessing risk

associated with medical data is derived. In an embodiment, the function y=f(x)

defines the excess risk due to deviation from normative values for the medical data.

In an embodiment, if the type of medical data that is collected from an EMR is a

continuous variable or an ordinal score, the specific function y=f(x) is a sum of a first

function defined from average minimum value of x to average maximum value of x, a

second constant function that covers values of x less than x_bar (min), and a third

constant function that covers values of x greater than x_bar (max). In an embodiment,

if a value for x is greater then x_bar (max) then the value of y is the value of y_bar

that corresponds to the value of x_bar (max), and if a value for x is less then x_bar

(min) then the value of y is the value of y_bar which corresponds to the value of

x_bar (min). In an embodiment, the first function is derived by curve fitting through

the (x_bar value, new y_bar value) points, to provide smooth interpolation between all



of the x_bar values and all of the new y_bar values. In an embodiment, the curve is

not used to extrapolate beyond the highest or lowest values of x_bar. In an

embodiment, the first function is derived by fitting an appropriate functional form. In

an embodiment, the functional form is selected from the group consisting of a line, a

parabola, a polynomial, a sine function, and an exponential function. In an

embodiment, the first function is derived by fitting a higher order polynomial derived

using a linear least squares method. The curve represents the first function defined

from average minimum value of x to average maximum value of x. In an

embodiment, the curve that is fit through the points is well-behaved, that is, the curve

smoothly interpolates between all of the x_bar values and all of the new y_bar values.

In an embodiment, if the type of data that is collected is a categorical class or a binary

assessment, the function y=f(x) is if x = "a" then y = y_bar value for just value "a". In

an embodiment, the function is used in computing a Health Score for a patient. In an

embodiment, the function is used when lab results are reported to a physician, to

give him/her a sense of, on average, what is the implication of a particular

value of the medical data. In an embodiment, the function is used to help

researchers better understand physiology.

In some embodiments, it may be desirable to create a two-dimensional array

from the binned data sets by associating the x_bar value for each binned data set with

one axis of the two-dimensional array and associating the corresponding new y_bar

value for each binned data set with a second axis of the two-dimensional array.

In an embodiment, the type of medical data that is collected is a continuous

variable. Examples of continuous variables include, but are not limited to, medical

data obtained from a blood chemistry panel screen, medical data relating to an arterial

blood gas (ABG) test, medical data relating to a blood analysis test, and medical data

measuring a vital sign value. In an embodiment, the blood chemistry panel screen

includes medical data relating to an albumin/globulin (AJG) ratio, an alanine

aminotransferase (ALT or SGPT) value, an aspartate aminotransferase (AST or

SGOT) value, an albumin value, an alkaline phosphatase value, a blood urea nitrogen

(BUN) value, a calcium value, a carbon dioxide (CO2) value, a chloride value, a

creatinine value, a globulin value, a glucose value, a potassium value, a sodium value,

a total bilirubin value, a total protein value and a tropon value. In an embodiment, the

arterial blood gas test includes medical data relating to a base excess value, a fraction



of inspired oxygen (Fiθ 2) value, a bicarbonate (HCO3) value, a partial pressure of

carbon dioxide (PCO2) value, a partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) value and a pH

value. In an embodiment, the blood analysis test includes medical data relating to a

hematocrit percentage, a hemoglobin value and a white blood cell count. In an

embodiment, the vital sign value includes medical data relating to a heart rate value, a

diastolic blood pressure value, a systolic blood pressure value, a respiration rate, a

percentage of arterial hemoglobin in the oxyhemoglobin configuration (pulse Ox) and

a temperature value. In an embodiment, the type of medical data that is collected is

an ordinal score, such as a Braden scale score.

FIG. 2 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of a continuous variable

(bicarbonate) at discharge. The medical data was obtained from EMR data from about

22,000 patients. Using the method steps of FIG. 1, a 6th order polynomial defining

the excess risk due to deviation from normative values for bicarbonate was derived.

The excess risk curve shows that a bicarbonate value of approximately 24 mEq/L

(conventionally considered a "normal value") results in a 0% excess risk for a patient,

however a bicarbonate value of approximately 13 mEq/L (conventionally considered

a "low value") results in an about 33% excess risk for a patient.

FIG. 3 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of a continuous variable

(hemoglobin) at discharge. The medical data was obtained from EMR data from

about 22,000 patients. Table 1 shows x_bar values (i.e., Avg. Hgb) and new y_bar

values (i.e., Avg. 1-year mortality-Base) for nine binned data sets each binned data

set with N number of patients. A 6 order polynomial defining the excess risk due to

deviation from normative values for bicarbonate was derived. The excess risk curve

shows that a hemoglobin value of approximately 15.5 gm/dL (conventionally

considered a "normal value") results in a 0% excess risk for a patient, however a

hemoglobin value of approximately 7.64 gm/dL (conventionally considered a "low

value") results in an about 13.1% excess risk for a patient.



Table 1.

FIG. 4 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of a continuous variable

(creatinine) at discharge. The medical data was obtained from EMR data from about

22,000 patients. A 6th order polynomial (fit in the range of 0.37 mg/dL to 2.5 mg/dL)

defining the excess risk due to deviation from normative values for bicarbonate was

derived. The excess risk curve shows that a creatinine value of approximately 0.8

mg/dL conventionally considered a "normal value") results in a 0% excess risk for a

patient, a creatinine value of approximately 2.5 mg/dL (conventionally considered a

"high value") results in an about 31% excess risk for a patient, and a creatinine value

of approximately 0.37 mg/dL (conventionally considered a "low value") results in an

about 17% excess risk for a patient. If a creatinine value for a different patient is less

then 0.37 mg/dL, then delta-one year mortality will be equal to 20%. If a creatinine

value for a different patient is more then 2.5 mg/dL, then delta-one year mortality

will be equal to 30%.

FIG. 5 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of a continuous variable (heart

rate) at discharge. The medical data was obtained from EMR data from about 22,000

patients. A 6 order polynomial defining the excess risk due to deviation from

normative values for bicarbonate was derived. The excess risk curve shows that a

heart rate value of approximately 55 BMP (conventionally considered in the range of

"well-trained athletes") results in a 0% excess risk for a patient, however a heart rate

value of approximately 92 BPM (conventionally considered in the high range of a



"normal value") results in an about 9% excess risk for a patient. Also shown in FIG.

5 is a Modified Early Warning System (MEWS) curve for heart rate which identifies

people at risk of deterioration in a busy ward. The MEWS curve contains a risk

transform in the form of a step function: output = 2 if HR < 40, output = 1 if HR is

between 40 and 50, output = 0 if HR is between 5 1 and 100, output = 1 if HR is

between 100 and 110, output = 2 if HR is between 110 and 130, and output = 3 if HR

is greater then 130. The step function is plotted by setting 1 point = 25%. As

illustrated graphically in FIG. 5, there is a correspondence between the two

transformation curves (MEWS) and the excess risk curve of the function. These are

derived completely independently. The MEWS step-function curve comes from the

accumulated observations of experts in the field, doctors having witnessed many

patients go through crises.

FIG. 6 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of an ordinal score (Braden Scale)

at discharge. Medical data used to derive the function was obtained from EMR data

from about 22,000 patients. Points on the graph are average one-year mortality for a

given Braden scale score less base mortality for a Braden score of 23 (base mortality

is 2.6% for a Braden score of 23). Average one-year mortality versus average Braden

scale score for distinct ranges were fit to a 5th order polynomial.

In an embodiment, the type of medical data that is collected is a categorical

class. An example of a categorical class includes, but is not limited to, a heart rhythm

distinction. In an embodiment, the heart rhythm distinction includes sinus

bradycardia, sinus rhythm, heart block, paced, atrial fibrilation, atrial flutter, sinus

tachycardia and junctional rhythm. In an embodiment, the type of medical data that is

collected is a binary assessment. An example of a binary assessment is subjective

data, such as nursing assessments. In an embodiment, the binary assessment is a

nursing assessment. In an embodiment, the variable selected from the nursing

assessment includes, but is not limited to, a food assessment, a neurological

assessment, a psychiatric assessment, a safety assessment, a skin assessment, a

genitourinary assessment, a muscular-skeletal assessment, a respiratory assessment, a

cardiac assessment, a peripheral vascular assessment, a gastrointestinal assessment, a

Braden scale assessment and a pain assessment.



FIG. 7 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of a categorical class (heart

rhythm distinction) at discharge. The medical data was obtained from EMR data from

about 22,000 patients. The excess risk curve shows that a heart rhythm of sinus

bradycardia (conventionally defined as a heart rate of under 60 BPM) results in a 0%

excess risk for a patient. A heart rhythm of atrial fibrilliation (conventionally defined

by the quivering of the heart muscles of the atria) results in an 21% excess risk for a

patient. A heart rhythm of junctional rhythm results in a 29% excess risk for a

patient.

FIG. 8 is a graph of an excess risk curve where an outcome measurement

(mortality 1-year post discharge-base) is a function of a binary assessment

(food/nutrition nursing assessment) at discharge. Medical data used to derive the

function was obtained from EMR data from about 22,000 patients. The excess risk

curve shows that if a patient has failed a food/nutrition nursing assessment, there is a

43% excess risk for a patient.

It should be understood that although the embodiments described in FIGS. 1-8

describe the deriving of a function based on a single independent variable (type of

medical data), the methods disclosed herein are also applicable for deriving functions

based on two or more independent variables (types of medical data). As with

functions of one variable, functions of several variables can be represented

numerically (using a table of values), algebraically (using a formula), and sometimes

graphically (using a graph).

In an embodiment, a general measure of risk for a hospitalized patient, sensitive

to the full range of patient conditions, available for use throughout a hospital,

independent of diagnosis, is developed which can be used to assess a patient's

state, and more particularly to system and methods for recognizing downtrends

which may indicate the onset of a complication. Embodiments of the present

disclosure provide system and methods for recognizing downtrends in a patient's

health, which may indicate the onset of a complication, and to aid in

communication of this information across staff handoffs. At least some of the

embodiments allow for continually tracking the health of a patient in a hospital. At

least some of the embodiments allow physicians, nurses and clinical researchers to

provide more effective health care for each patient, especially those spending several



days in a hospital. In addition or alternatively, at least some embodiments assist

hospitals in avoiding errors and reducing crisis management by using the systems'

capability to detect trends in a patient's health before the patient reaches a crisis point.

Recognizing a decline soon enough to administer proper treatment may be a life-

saving benefit. Embodiments of the system may give physicians and nurses a way in

which to get the "big picture" of a patient's condition and absorb in a glance perhaps

100 pages of a patient's medical records. This deeper understanding, along with this

new capability to detect health trends, short-term (over the space of hours) and/or

long-term (over the space of days) may be important in delivery of effective medical

care. Embodiments may enable a new field of scientific study, where medical and

surgical treatments can be evaluated by the new measurements provided by

embodiments of the present disclosure.

Embodiments of the present disclosure generate a new measurement of health,

herein termed the patient "Health Score," which may be continually plotted and

displayed to show each patient's medical progress during his hospital stay. The health

of the patient may relate a patient's vitality and overall quality of life rather than

simply being free from disease. Although a patient who has a terminal disease, such

as cancer, may conventionally be considered to be in "poor health"; however, if a

cancer patient who only has a few months to live is playing ping pong for hours,

he/she may be considered to be in good health, as the term is used herein. In

comparison, a patient who entered the hospital to have a simple surgery, such as a

tonsillectomy, may conventionally have been considered to be and will likely recover

to be in "excellent health." However, while recovering, the tonsillectomy patient's

vitality might be low and his/her change of dying in the near future could be much

higher if a complication were to arise; thus, the patient may be considered to be in

poor health, as the term is used herein. The health of a patient may relate to the

patient's overall physical, mental, spiritual and social wellbeing and not merely the

absence of disease or infirmity. Embodiments of the present invention may prove to

be a vital aid for improving the quality and continuity of medical care.

To this end, embodiments of the present invention may provide systems for

improving hospital patient care by generating a Health Score. The system may include

an interface module for receiving incoming medical data from a patient, a

transformation module for transforming the medical datum into a transformed Health



Score value, and a combination module for combining the transformed Health Score

values corresponding to each of the medical datum into a single Health Score. A

presentation and/or comparison module displays the Health Score as a Health Score

plot over a predetermined time frame, such that a user may identify health trends in a

patient by evaluating said Health Score plot. The Health Score system is described in

more detail below.

In addition to the features of the Heath Score and uses thereof, it is further

contemplated that an exemplary use of such system may include the use of the Health

Score to provide a panel of Health Score Charts, giving a nurse or doctor an overview

as to the progress of many patients at one time, as is described further below.

In one embodiment, the Health Score may be used to predict the odds of a

crisis within N number of hours. That is, for example, there is a 20% chance of a

crisis in the next 12 hours. This information may be used to assign additional

observation to particular patients, or if a crisis is judged to be imminent, a call may be

initiated to a Rapid Response Team. Another use for the Health Score is to route

doctor's rounds, so that walking instructions can be provided for a doctor doing

rounds. This will allow a doctor to quickly move to patients requiring more attention

first, and then proceed to less critical patients. A doctor or nurse may annotate a

chart, such as adding a comment, for example "Breathing well," or a nurse could say

"Tubes removed." Charts may also be annotated by adding special ICONS... for

example, a walking man to show that the patient is now mobile. The name of the

doctor who is treating the patient may also be added to the chart.

One way in which a crisis may be predicted is by comparing the individual

patient's Health Score with a standard recovery curve. By tailoring the standard

recovery curve to the patient, better results may be obtained. For example, one of the

exemplary ways in which patients may be categorized is by DRG/ICD-9 grouping

systems. DRG stands for a diagnostic related group and ICD-9 is the international

classification of disease. Both of these are ways of categorizing patients based on

what disease or ailment the patients have and are employed by insurance companies

to figure out how much the insurance company should pay out for a particular

policyholder in the hospital. For example, the standard recovery curve for someone

having had elective rhinoplasty is likely to be very different from the standard

recovery curve of someone who had a heart-lung transplant. If the rhinoplasty



patient's health was declining, but the rhinoplasty patient's health was viewed in

comparison with someone who had serious surgery, such as a heart-lung transplant,

the decline might not be viewed as being significant, while in reality the rhinoplasty

patient could be about to experience a cardiac or respiratory crisis. If the transplant

patient's health is improving, but the patient's health is viewed in comparison with

other patients who have had the same procedure and the recovery is much slower this

could be an early indication of a complication. By comparing patients based on their

disease, treatment/surgery, or affliction, the patient's Health Score may be better

interpreted.

In some embodiments, ICD-9, which groups patients into thousands of

detailed categories, normative data plots may be used, while in some embodiments

DRG, which groups patients into about 500 categories, may be used, while in yet

other embodiments, a combination of the two grouping systems may be used. Not all

embodiments are intended to be limited in this respect and any disease grouping

system or data may be employed to create a singular or combination standard

recovery curve.

In some embodiments, creating the standard curve may entail reviewing

graphs of all previous patients with the same DRG/IDC-9 code in a database and

plotting them as one or more curves. The curve may be represented by an average

curve, all of the individual patient's curves, a median curve, a top 25th percentile and a

bottom 25th percentile, plus or minus some number of standard deviations thereby

creating a normative recovery as well as upper and lower bounds, any combination of

the foregoing or any other representative indicator as not all embodiments of the

present disclosure are intended to be limited in this respect. By using these types of

normative curves a doctor may be able to see that even if a patient is recovering, the

patient might be recovering more slowly (too shallow a slope) than the average

patient with a similar condition and this slower recovery might be cause for further

investigation.

Not only may the grouping codes be useful in comparison with the Health

Score, but the grouping codes may be utilized in generating a more accurate Health

Score. In some embodiments, a user may modify the algorithm used to generate the

Health Score based on the diagnosis or grouping code of the patient in order to have

the Health Score more accurately reflect the patient's recovery



Yet another exemplary use of the Heath Score arrangement is its use in

predicting the length of stay for a patient or group of patients, sometimes termed

ELOS (expected length of stay). Such an arrangement may be used to apply to a

group of patients and therefore allowing a hospital to create a forward-looking

resource plan, i.e. how many nurses are needed on a subsequent day of the week

based on the current hospital population in a particular department. Some grouping

codes, such as DRG, have ELOS times built into the grouping code, such that

someone having a certain surgery will have an ELOS of a certain amount of time. For

example, a patient having knee surgery may have an ELOS of 2.3 days and the

hospital will be paid accordingly. However, if the patient actually takes 4.1 days to

recover, the hospital may lose money or the patient may have to pay the difference,

but if the patient if discharged after 1.5 days, the hospital may earn a profit.

In some embodiments, the life expectancy or mortality of a patient, such as the

likelihood that a patient will die within the next 24 hours, may be predicted. For

example, if a terminal patient is listed as DNR (do not resuscitate) or "keep patient

comfortable," a family member may want to know the life expectancy of the terminal

patient to plan for the inevitable death.

By comparing a patient's Health Score with a standard, many inferences may

be drawn from the comparison. For example, in some embodiments, patients may be

given a category, such as critical, critical but stable, serious, serious but stable, fair,

and/or good. These categories may be words or terms, numbers (such as 1-5 or 1-

100), colors (such as red, orange, yellow, or green), a made up system of categorizing,

or any other system. In addition, the categories may be discrete, such as choosing one

of four colors or may be continuous, such as choosing any number from one to 100.

By having patients categorized, administrative decisions and care priority can

be determined accordingly. For example, in some embodiments, a nurse scheduling

tool may be incorporated or separately determined which would allow shift nurses to

see the conditions of all patients on the floor and assign nurses based on skill level, so

that more experienced nurses have more critical patients and newer nurses have more

stable patients. In some embodiments, the nurse scheduling tool may rank patients,

for example, 1-10 and allocate patients to each nurse so that no nurse has a total

patient rank of for example, more than 25 (e.g., two very critical patients of rank 10

and one fair but stable patient of rank 5, four fair but stable patients of ranks 5.2, 5.4,



5.7 and 6.1, or two serious patients of rank 8 and one serious but stable patient of rank

7.2). In some embodiments, the ELOS prediction may be incorporated into the

nursing schedules, so that discharges may be predicted and the charge nurse may be

able to know how many staff members may be required to work an upcoming shift.

Similarly, these systems may be applied to routing a doctor's rounds, as described

above.

In another possible arrangement, the Health Score may be used to determine

priority and timing of the post-discharge "how are you doing" call. For example,

patients leaving the hospital with favorable Heath Scores may be called in three days

for a checkup, whereas patients with marginally acceptable Heath Scores may be

called sooner.

The Heath Score as disclosed in the incorporated documents, and above may

be fine tuned to each hospital in which it is implemented. Most hospitals have slight

differences in procedures, standards, requirements and other elements of daily

practice as compared to other hospitals and some embodiments of the present

disclosure may be adapted to a specific hospital's preferences. In particular, when

using subjective variables to produce a Health Score, as will be described further

below, some hospitals may be more conservative in evaluating a patient's condition.

For example, nurses at a first hospital may be taught that slightly grey skin is a reason

to fail a skin assessment while nurses at a second hospital may be taught that a patient

should pass a skin assessment until the skin is really grey. This difference may make

average scores on the Health Score lower at the first hospital, which could mean that

the predicted health of a patient would appear worse at the first hospital than at the

second hospital. By adjusting the Health Score according to an individual hospital's

procedures, the Health Score may be more accurate.

In some embodiments, the Heath Score may be used for evaluation purposes.

For example, the Heath Score may be used to evaluate the performance of a particular

doctor's or nurse's performance, or even of the hospital itself. It can also be used to

evaluate a particular treatment by studying Heath Score charts of patients that

underwent a particular treatment.

In addition to evaluation of doctors, the system may be used to compare

effectiveness of medical treatments, compare the quality of care provided by different



wards or hospitals, and compare the skill of healthcare providers by providing an

objective assessment of a patient's health and response to various factors. In some

embodiments, the algorithm may be customized after a patient's stay to further

evaluate the care of the patient and compare the patient with other patients. For

example, if two patients had the same diagnosis and received different treatments, a

hospital or doctor may want to compare those two patients' recoveries. However, if

one patient had a small drop in their Health Score due to an unrelated event, such as

having an allergic reaction to topically applied medication, the algorithm may be

adjusted to exclude a factor, such as a skin standard of the nursing assessment, from

the Health Score of both patients, so that the two patients are still evaluated using the

same algorithm, but the comparison is tailored to focus on the recovery from the

treatments and exclude unrelated deviations.

In another embodiment, the Health Score chart shapes can be clustered to

discover the "types" of patient health trajectories. General prototypical trajectories, or

trajectories computed as a function of disease or procedure may be compared against

actual Heath Score charts to determine how a particular patient is responding to

treatment. Once a Health Score chart is assigned to such a prototypical trajectory, it

may further indicate the likelihood of various outcomes. In some embodiments, this

may be accomplished by using DRG/IRC-9 groupings, as discussed herein.

In another embodiment of the present disclosure, the Heath Score may be used

as part of a remote monitoring service, where a remote health service provider can

monitor the score of several patients and alert an on-site staff if there is an emergency.

The Health Score can be refined using neural networks, or other analytical methods.

The Health Score may be fed to a central data hub and be used to monitor for large

scale trends in health problems, including a biological or chemical attack.

While in some embodiments an individual Health Score falling below a

minimum mark or the change in Health Score or slope of the Health Scores falling

below a minimum change may trigger an alarm or be interpreted by a healthcare

provider as an indication of the patient's declining health, in some embodiments the

change in slope or derivative of the slope of the Health Scores falling below a certain

minimum may trigger an alarm or be interpreted by a healthcare provider as an

indication of the patient's rapidly declining health. For example, if a patient is

slightly declining and suddenly starts to decline at a much faster rate, this change in



the acceleration of the slope may trigger an alarm. In some embodiments, the

curvature of the Health Score plot may be provided, such as by a presentation and/or

comparison module.

Many times a patient's health may be compromised in favor of conforming the

patient's care to hospital standards. For example, many hospitals require their

healthcare workers to take a patient's vital signs every 2-4 hours, which requires

awakening patients during the night and often times not allowing them to complete a

full sleep and enter deep sleep, which may be critical to a patient's recovery, and to

draw blood from patients every day or two, which can be detrimental to an anemic or

hemophiliac. If a patient has been recovering well and has an increasing Health

Score, a healthcare worker may rely on the Health Score to determine whether or not

a routine test or procedure may be skipped in order to allow the patient to better

recover.

The system may include the ability to view a patient's prior hospital visits. In

some embodiments, if a patient has a recurring condition, it may be preferable to view

that patient's past Health Scores in addition to the present Health Score. In addition

or alternatively, the graph may display a one or more Health Scores calculated using

different inputs, such as a red line with circular data points for when the entry reflects

nursing assessments, a blue line with square data points for blood work and/or a green

line with triangular points for a chem panel. Differences in data source may be

represented with unique icons or any other means of differentiating them, as not all

embodiments are intended to be limited in these respects. In addition or alternatively,

a doctor or healthcare provider may click on or hover over a point to access additional

information, such as the data inputted to calculate the Health Score, an average

reading, values from earlier in the patient's stay, or any other information.

In some embodiments of the present disclosure, a Health Score system is

provided for generating and presenting a Health Score chart. The Health Score may

be a medical reference "figure-of-merit" that is used by a health caretaker, such as a

physician, nurse or other health attendant, to track the patient's health before, during

or after a medical procedure or illness, in order to assist in preventing that patient

from reaching a health crisis. When used in this manner, the Health Score chart

enables the attending physicians and nurses to detect trends in the patient's health

over time, particularly in evaluating post-operative recovery in the hospital. The



Health Score chart also provides a statistically significant "outcome" for both clinical

studies and retrospective studies of the relative efficacies among various surgical

procedures or techniques, and among medical treatments and drugs.

In addition to short term intensive use of the Health Score system, a similar

modified form may be used on a long term basis by regular general practitioners or

other health care facilitates such as nursing homes. For example, as it stands, yearly

physicals are usually accompanied by a series of medial measurements of the patient.

Entering such data in Health Score system may be useful in spotting long term

declining health trends, even if none of the particular medical conditions have reached

a crisis level.

To generate and present the Health Score, as illustrated in FIG. 9, Health

Score system 50 may have an interface module 52, a collection module 54, a

transformation module 56, a combination module 58, a presentation and/or

comparison module 60, an alert module 62, and/or a storage module 64. A computer

or computing device such as system 50 includes a processor and memory for storing

and executing program code, data and software modules which may be tangibly

stored or read from any type or variety of well known computer readable storage

media such as magnetic or optical discs, by way of non-limiting example. System 50

can be provided with operating systems that allow the execution of software

applications in order to manipulate data. Personal computers, personal digital

assistants (PDAs), wireless devices, cellular telephones, internet appliances, media

players, home theater systems, servers, and media centers are several non-limiting

examples of computing devices.

Interface module 52 is configured to obtain or receive raw medical data, either

directly from patient monitoring devices, or from attending physicians or nurses.

Collection module 54 collects the raw medical data from interface module 52, and

further may collect additional material from storage module 64, including the

patient's historical medical data as well as other required general medical data

(optional statistics) In some embodiments, the raw medical data may be transmitted to

transformation module 56, and the stored and historical medical data may be sent to

presentation and/or comparison module 60. In some embodiments, the medical and

historical data may be sent to the transformation module 56 and/or the presentation

and/or comparison module 60.



Transformation module 56 receives incoming raw medical data and converts

(transforms) each of the data into a usable format for generating the patient's Health

Score. Transformation module 56 converts each of the raw medical data into a form

that will allow different types of data to be combined, such as a scaled number. These

converted raw medical data are referred to as Health Score values. In an embodiment,

the transformation module 56 converts raw medical data into scaled numbers based on

the derived functions, as was described above in FIGS. 1-8. In an embodiment, the

functions are stored in the memory of system 50. In an embodiment, the functions are

stored in the memory of a separate computer or computing device that is in

communication with system 50. In an embodiment, the transformation module 56

converts each of the incoming raw medical data by plugging in the value of the raw

medical data into the excess risk function that was derived as described in FIG. 1. In

an embodiment, the transformation module 56 takes a past value of one type of raw

medical data, compares it with a current value of the same type of raw medical data,

determines the change in the raw medical data value, and uses the change in value as

the input to the excess risk function. In an embodiment, the transformation module 56

takes past values of one type of raw medical data, adds it to a current value of the

same type of raw medical data, determines the average value for the raw medical data,

and uses the average value as the input to the excess risk function.

As an illustrative example, if the raw medical data collected from the patient is

a hemoglobin (Hgb) value corresponding to 10.47 gm/dL, the Health Score value can

be determined by plugging the value of 10.47 gm/dL into the 6 order polynomial

function, which represents excess risk due to deviation from normative values, as a

function of hemoglobin measured against one-year mortality. This would result in a

Health Score value for hemoglobin of approximately 10%. Therefore, the

transformation module 56 would convert the Hgb value of 10.47 gm/dL to a

transformed Health score value of 10%. Similarly, if the raw medical data collected

from the patient is a creatinine value corresponding to 2.5 mg/dL, the Health Score

value can be determined by plugging the value of 2.5 mg/dL into the 6th order

polynomial function, which represents excess risk due to deviation from normative

values, as a function of creatinine measured against one-year mortality. This would

result in a Health Score value of approximately 31%. Therefore, the transformation



module 56 would convert the creatinine value of 2.5 mg/dL to a transformed Health

score value of 31%.

The transformed data may then be sent to combination module 58, which in

turn may generate a patient's Health Score, using a predetermined algorithm. In an

embodiment, the combination module 58 takes the sum of each of the single-variable

risks. The combination module 58 may combine the transformed Health Score values

and scale them, so that they span a given range. If a Health Score was defined so that

a high value corresponded to "good health" and a low value corresponded to "poor

health", then the scaled total transformed Health Score value would be subtracted

from the "best" value of health. For example if the best value were 100, and the range

was to be 100, that is poor health was to correspond to zero, then the scaled total

transformed Health Score value would be subtracted from 100. If the scale factor was

0.1 and a Health Score was computed based just upon these two variables, the two

Health Score variables would be combined (10 + 3 1 = 41) and then the quantity 4 1

times 0.1 (or 4.1) would be subtracted from 100 and come up with a Health Score of

95.9. Therefore, the combination module 58 would generate a Health Score for the

patient to be 95.9 at that time. This example describes a Health Score determination

based on two types of raw medical data. Typically, the Health Score would be

determined based on 15, 20, 25, 30 or more types of raw medical data.

Presentation and/or comparison module 60 may receive the calculated Health

Score and may prepare a Health Score chart, plotting the patient's Health Score as a

function of time. In some embodiments, the presentation and/or comparison module

60 may display, using, for example, a screen or monitor, the Health Score as a Health

Score chart over a predetermined time frame, such that a user may identify health

trends in a patient by evaluating the Health Score chart. Alert module 62, may

generate an alarm for the attending physicians and nurses when a problem is detected

with a patient's Health Score chart. An alert may be activated for such problems

when the Health Score of a patient descends below an acceptable threshold,

determined in advance by system 50 or set by the attending physician, or if a

downward trend is detected. Storage module 64 may be configured to store and

retrieve Health Score information at various times during the Health Score generation

and presentation procedure.



It is understood that the above list of modules is intended only as a sample of

the logical organization of modules within system 50. For example, many of the

modules may be combined with one another or subdivided and separated according to

their function. In some embodiments, a data module may act as a collection for all

data, both as inputted into an interface module and as stored in a storage module, a

conversion module may transform and combine the data using an algorithm and

creating an output, and a display module may present and compare the output as well

as alert a healthcare provider to a potential issues. Any similar Health Score system,

employing similar logical modules to obtain a Health Score is also within the

contemplation of the present disclosure.

Furthermore, it is noted that the modules of system 50, illustrated in FIG. 9,

are to show their logical relationship to one another. However, this is not intended to

limit the physical construction of such a system. For example, system 50 may be

employed on a single larger computer or on a series of smaller computers, possibly

with different components residing within different geographical locations, such as

the use of an off-site storage module 64. Any health care system 50 may employ

similar modules to generate a Health Score alert, as not all embodiments of the

present disclosure are intended to be limited in this manner.

FIG. 10 is a flow chart showing an embodiment of a method of determining

an overall risk inherent in a patient's current condition. In step 200, a patient is

admitted for a particular illness or surgical procedure. At step 210, the patient can be

connected to various medical devices/monitors for obtaining at least some of the

pertinent raw medical data, although this step is optional.

At step 220, interface module 52 begins obtaining the pertinent raw medical

data about the patient and imports this data into system 50. Some data may be

obtained directly from the attached medical devices or from electronic medical

records. Other data may be entered into the system by an attending physician or

nurse. Typically, the input may include any number of the medical statistics that are

used to generate the Health Score produced by system 50. Interface module 52 of

system 50 may be hardware, such as a keyboard and monitor, used for manual entry

of patient data. Furthermore, interface module 52 may additionally include a set of

automated electrical instruments such as pulse clips, automated blood pressure

devices, blood oxygen measuring devices, fluid monitoring devices or any other



standard medical measuring device, attached either by wire or remotely to interface

module 52.

In addition to providing an interface for receiving medical data on the patients,

interface module 52 may also be configured to present a means for users, such as

doctors or nurses, to update, modify or review the patient's Health Score at step 280.

Furthermore, interface module 52 may also be employed by alert module 62 at step

291 to alert the healthcare providers that alert module 62 has detected a threshold

breach, which is explained in greater detail below

At step 230, the data may be sent to collection module 54. Collection module

54 may be coupled to interface module 52 for receiving the various raw patient data at

step 230. Collection module 54 may accept this data from various ports, including

interface module 52 as well as other programs, such as electronic medical records

(EMR), and stores this data in storage module 64. At step 240, collection module 54

may further obtain any necessary past medical data, most importantly the past Health

Scores of the same patient. Thus, in addition to the raw physical patient data and

physician/nurse input obtained from interface module 52, collection module 54 may

further collect and organizes all of the data necessary to generate and maintain the

Health Score chart of the patient, including collecting historical data, performed at

step 240.

In some embodiments of generating a Health Score chart, the patient data that

may be collected by collection module 54 of system 50 may include both subjective

and objective data. Although objective data has been used in the past to generate a

single number representing a patient's health, subjective data, such as nursing

assessments, may be very significant in predicting the health of a patient. These

subtle measurements, which use a nurse's insights and skills, are important in

determining the patient's risk. Physicians frequently overlook this information, yet

its inclusion increases the robustness of the Health Score, and provides a channel for

nurses to more effectively convey information to physicians. Subjective data may

include variables, which may require human evaluation or assessment, rather than

collecting a numerical value, such as blood pressure, heart rate, and other measurable

factors. On some embodiments, subjective data includes information commonly

collected in nursing assessments. In some embodiment, the information as to if a

patient has met a particular standard (such as are listed below) may not be available.



In that case, data is taken from the medical record (whether on paper or in electronic

form) so as to determine if such a standard would have been met. Examples of

subjective data may include standards which are determined by a nurse after assessing

a variety of factors in a category, such as cardiac standard (which may be include

factors, such as pulse rate in beats per minute, warmth and dryness of skin, blood

pressure, and/or symptoms of hypotension), food/nutrition standard ((which may be

include factors, such as ability to chew and/or swallow, manual dexterity, and/or

consumption of daily diet as ordered, observed or stated), gastrointestinal standard

(which may be include factors, such as feel and appearance of the abdomen, bowel

sounds, nausea or vomiting, continence and/or bowel patterns), genitourinary

standards (which may be include factors, such as voids, continence, urine color and/or

smell as observed or stated, and/or urinary catheter), musculoskeletal standards

(which may be include factors, such as ability to move all extremities independently

and/or perform functional activities as observed or stated, including use of assistive

devices), neurological standards (which may be include factors, such as alertness,

orientation to persons, place, time and situation and/or speech coherence), pain

standard (which may be include factors, such as pain/VAS level and/or chronic pain

management), peripheral vascular standard (which may be include factors, such as

normal appearance and feel (e.g., warm and pink) of extremities, capillary refill,

peripheral pulses, edema, numbness and/or tingling), psycho-social standard (which

may be include factors, such as appropriateness of behavior to situation, expressed

concerns and fears being addressed and/or support system), respiratory standard

(which may be include factors, such as respirations at rest, bilateral breath sounds,

nail beds and mucous membranes, and/or look and feel of sputum), safety/fall risk

standard (which may be include factors, such as risk of patient to self and/or others),

and/or skin/tissue standard (which may be include factors, such as skin CD&I,

reddened areas, alertness, cooperation and ability to reposition self independently,

and/or Braden scale). In some embodiments any or all of the above standards can be

determined by a nurse using a pass/fail system. Even though these standards may be

binary assessments, the transition from passing a standard to failing a standard can be

very predictive in indicating the health of a patient. For example, if a patient moves

from failing two standards, to failing five standards, to failing 7 standards, the patient

may be going through a very serious decline in health, even if the patient's vital signs

are relatively normal or not changing.



This information can be collected in any way, such as a nurse filling out a

checklist on a clipboard, entering the data directly into a computer, PDA, a handheld

electronic device or any other device, as not all embodiments are intended to be

limited in this respect. In additional or alternatively, these determinations may be

made by means other than healthcare workers, such as by a smart bed or another

device which can provide an electronic assessment.

In some embodiments, additional data from a healthcare provider's notes may

be incorporated as data. For example, a patient may have passed the respiratory

standard of a nursing assessment, but the nurse may have indicated a notation of

"diminished breathing capacity." This note may be incorporated into the nursing

assessment analysis or as a separate variable as not all embodiments of the present

disclosure are intended to be limited in this respect.

In some embodiments of the present disclosure, a single term in the Health

Score formula may contain multiple medical data inputs. For example, as noted in the

above incorporated discussions of Heath Score, various medical readings (e.g. blood

pressure, heart rate, and similar readings) are each transformed into a particular

number which are combined to form the plotted Heath Score chart. It is understood

however, the multiple medical data inputs may be combined before being

transformed, such that the transformed number used for forming a portion of the

Heath Score, may be a combination of multiple health readings. For example, systolic

and diastolic blood pressure may be combined into a single number before being

transformed for use in the Heath Score. Factors used in determining the Health Score

may include objective and subjective factors, such as diastolic blood pressure, systolic

blood pressure, temperature, pulse, respiration rate, a pain score, weight, skin

breakdown score, EKG pattern, and a set of nursing assessments, as described above.

Thus, collection module 54 may obtain both past and present data necessary for the

patient on each of the categories to form the Health Score chart. Other inputs into the

system may include weight, height, body mass index, or any other variables as not all

embodiments of the present disclosure are intended to be limited in this manner.

The raw data may be transmitted to transformation module 56, and the

historical data is sent to presentation and/or comparison module 60.



Next, at step 250, transformation module 56 transforms the raw patient

medical data into a usable format, so that all of the disparate forms of medical data

can readily be compiled with one another. Transformation module 56 may be

configured to transform each of the pieces of medical data obtained from collection

module 54 into a numerical quantity at step 250. The transformation performed by

module 56 may include any number of mathematical or logical operations.

Transformations may also take multiple inputs to produce a single transformed output.

Multiple inputs may include historical data for this patient or for any given class of

patients. Thus, transformation module 56, after receiving raw data from collection

module 54, may process the data and transforms them into numbers for use in

generating a Health Score for the patient. In an embodiment, transformation module

56 converts each of the patient's medical data to Health Score values using a set of

functions stored in the memory of system 50. These stored functions define excess

risk due to deviation from normative values for each of the medical data.

The above conversions of medical data into scaled numbers is geared to

assessment of negative factors. However, it is understood that positive assessments

may be included too, resulting in "negative" scaled numbers, that would show a

positive affect on the Health Score. For example, transformation module 56 may give

a negative scaled number in the event that heart rate or lung capacity or other such

medical data is not only OK, but is in fact at an ideal state.

At step 260, the transformed medical data is sent to combination module 58,

which converts that raw transformed medical data into a Health Score using a

predetermined algorithm. Combination module 58 may be configured to take the

transformed quantities from transformation module 56, apply weighting modifiers,

and to combine them, and then to scale them onto a range, such as a score between 0

and 100, at step 260. This score, generated by combination module 58, is based on

the various health factors measured and transformed above, the resulting score being a

relative overall Health Score of the patient being monitored.

In an embodiment, weighting factors (2 times, 3 times, and more) can be

added or multiplied to certain transformed numbers, such as the respiratory factors,

when a particular patient is recovering from a lung-based ailment such as pneumonia.

Likewise, similar weighting factors can be added to the transformed scores of heart

rate, heart rhythm, systolic and diastolic pressure for patients with heart ailments. It is



understood that any number of modifications introduced into a similar combination

module 58 within a similar system 50 for generating a Health Score is within the

contemplation of the present disclosure.

At step 270, the Health Score is transmitted to presentation and/or comparison

module 60, which uses the current Health Score, as well as historical data from

storage module 64 (past Health Scores), to generate a Health Score chart 80.

Presentation and/or comparison module 60 of system 50 may be configured to

import the various data components compiled by combination module 58 and to

create a Health Score chart for the patient at step 270, and may display it via interface

module 52 of system 50, or on an existing medical information system, such as the

hospital's pre-existing computer system. In some embodiments, the presentation

and/or comparison module 60 may include a statistical reference curve on said Heath

Score plot, so that the Health Score may be easily compared to an average patient

with similar conditions and circumstances. In some embodiments, the presentation

and/or comparison module 60 may supply principal corresponding measurements of

direct raw medical data on said Heath Score chart, may provide a smoothed Heath

Score curve, alongside said Heath Score plot that provides a running average of the

Health Score plot over time and/or may supply the curvature of a smoothed Health

Score plot.

Health Score chart may be for displaying the Health Score of a patient at

particular times, and more importantly, may be for detecting trends in a patient's

health. Thus, Health Score chart may include a number of Health Score assessments

taken frequently, both at periodic (e.g. every 15 minutes, or every 3 hours), or at

irregular intervals. For example, the Health Score of a patient may be computed ten

or more times a day, approximately every 2 hours over the course of a six-day stay.

Comparison module 60 may be used to generate and present pre-operation

reference curves. Information from pre-operation may be posted on the patient's

Health Score chart so as to give additional context to their condition. For example,

before an operation, the patient may have exhibited a Health Score of 50. After the

operation, the doctors may expect the patient to be significantly better. Since before

the operation he had a Health Score of 75, we expect that, although he will go through



some difficult periods during recovery, he will get back to 75 within a week. This

acts as a baseline reference, to help better personalize the chart to each patient.

Statistical reference curves may also be added to Health Score chart by

comparison module 60. For example, when such information is available, statistically

computed average patient Health Score trajectories, for each specific procedure and

initial patient condition, may be included on chart next to the Health Score plot. This

information may be stored in a storage module 64, and may be imported into

comparison module 60 by collection module 54. Statistical reference curves may

include linear information with standard deviation error bars or transformed values. If

the patient is below expectation by a certain number of standard deviations, the

system generates an alert using alert module 62, as discussed below.

Further subdivisions can also be made for such statistical reference curves.

For example, instead of having a single reference curve for average open-heart

patients of age 80, it can be further broken down by gender, and even further modified

as to a patient's initial condition by using only patients with similar Health Scores at

the time of admission into the hospital.

Principal corresponding measurement curves may also be generated by

comparison module 60 of system 50. The Health Score chart may provide an instant

context and patient health trajectory on Health Score plot. It is also important for

healthcare providers to have access to other direct measurements, including, but not

limited to, diastolic blood pressure, temperature, respiration rate, pulse, and pain

score. This allows healthcare providers to detect other trends that may be affecting

the Health Score and, thus, the patient. It is understood that, when using the option of

adding direct medical data to the Health Score chart, system 50 has the ability to let

the healthcare provider select which principal corresponding measurements they

would like to see. When the Health Score is improving or is adequate, such features

may be toggled off, as they are less important in such instances. They can easily be

added to chart if the score on the plot again drops, allowing the healthcare provider,

optionally, to have additional analysis tools for determining the cause of the drop.

In another embodiment, presentation and/or comparison module 60 may be

configured to alter Health Score chart, so that when a healthcare provider detects a

trend in the Health Score plot, they can understand exactly what factors are



contributing. To this end, system 50 may provide for a component expansion

window, such that if the patient has a Health Score of 65 (for example), the expansion

might show that the patient lost 12 points due to elevated temperature (over 101

Fahrenheit), lost 18 points due to rapid pulse (between 100 and 110 beats per minute)

and lost 5 points due to a pain score of 5; all out of the perfect Health Score of 100.

In another embodiment, presentation and/or comparison module 60 may also

alter Health Score chart to obtain certain kinds of slope information. Even though

trends are usually easy to spot by eye upon looking at Health Score plot, an automatic

"simple" slope calculation may also be useful. Mathematically, this is the first

derivative of the Health Score as a function of time. Due to the "noisiness" of typical

Health Score plots some averaging methods may be employed as well. If the slope is

positive, the patient is probably getting better; if it is approximately zero, then the

patient is staying the same; and if it is negative, then the patient is probably getting

worse. Slope lines may be added to the Health Score plot Such slope information

may help identify trends in Health Score plot, particularly, when the plot is "noisy"

due to large variations between each Health Score measurement. Although normally

"staying the same" would not be considered a negative, in the situation where the

patient is expected to be recuperating, "staying the same" may be quite worrisome.

Presentation and/or comparison module 60 of system 50 may also compute

"rate of change" of the simple slope. For instance, although the patient is still getting

better, the rate of improvement may be decreasing. This slow-down in recovery could

be evidence of a problem just beginning to develop. Mathematically, this curvature

information is the second derivative of Health Score as a function of time. Similar to

the slope data, due to the "noisiness" of the curves, averaging is included in the

computation. It is understood that attending physicians can adjust the slope

calculation to include more or less reference Health Scores from the plot depending

on the time span over which the physician intends to analyze.

The Health Score may be calculated continuously for a patient's entire

hospital stay and/or recovery period and any or all of that information may be

displayed on the screen. In some embodiments, the graph may display the patient's

Health Score during his/her entire hospital stay, thereby enabling the healthcare

provider to look at one screen and be able to understand the patient's health history, as

opposed to having to flip through hundreds of pages of a patient's medical history. In



some embodiments, the time span over which the Health Score is plotted may be a

patient's entire hospital stay, the patient's stay in a certain ward, such as the ICU or

ER, the past few days of the patient's stay, a number of hours (such as 3, 5, 10, 12, 13

or more hours), days, weeks or months, or any length of time as not all embodiments

are intended to be limited in this respect. In some embodiments, the chart may

contain compressed or selective data from a period of time and full data from a

different period of time. For example, if a patient has been in a hospital for a month,

the most recent three days may be depicted by hourly Health Scores, while the rest of

the month, prior to those three days, may be depicted by a daily summary point on the

chart.

When the raw data is noisy, a "running average" or other "smoothing" of the

Health Score can be displayed on Health Score charts. The smoothed Health Score

curve could incorporate both the 1st derivative (slope) and/or the 2nd derivative

(curvature) by color-coding or by thickness of the displayed line. For example, if the

patient was getting worse (negative slope), the line might be colored red. If the

patient is getting worse at an accelerating rate, or is getting better at a lessening rate,

then the line could be bolded for emphasis.

Presentation and/or comparison module 60 may further display a panel of

Health Score charts. Typically, a nurse or a doctor or a unit supervisor wants to see,

on a single page, the graphs for all the patients in their care. Therefore, system 50

may provide for the creation of a patient panel, displaying a series of Health Score

charts. Patient IDs can be included in the label data to identify each chart on the

panel. This is especially useful because an attending physician may wish to appoint

more of his time to patients with falling Health Scores (rather than rising ones), given

that those patients with falling scores will likely require more attention and given that

the physician's time is usually very limited.

It is understood that such modifications to patient Health Score charts are

intended only as example modification and are in no way intended to limit the scope

of the present disclosure. Any similar disclosure that utilizes modified Health Score

charts is also within the contemplation of the present disclosure.

At step 280, after the Health Score chart 80 has been generated, presentation

and/or comparison module 60 may modify and display the Health Score chart 80 to

healthcare providers, via interface module 52 of system 50. At step 290, presentation



and/or comparison module may further save any necessary information to storage

module 64.

At step 291, if the Health Score falls below a predetermined threshold, alert

module 62 may inform the healthcare providers, either through interface module 52 or

via some other alarm, that the patient is in need of attention. For example, if an

attending physician sets a threshold of 70, then patients falling below such a level

may cause alert module 62 to send an alert message to a system terminal at a nursing

station. Although the physician may wish to see Health Score charts, regardless of the

alerts, alert module 62 may act as a reserve precaution warning of the general failing

health conditions of a patient who may be approaching a crisis situation. It is

understood that the alert may actually be set to an upper threshold as well. Keeping

physicians aware of improving health conditions of certain patients may be useful in

making discharge decisions or in adjusting medication. Alerts may also be triggered

by a fall of so many points in Health Score or by a slope that is of a sufficient

negative magnitude.

It is noted that the above list of steps for generating a Health Score chart via

system 50 is intended only to show an exemplary step-by-step process. For example,

several of the steps may be combined with one another or possibly one step may be

divided into a number of subroutines. Any similar process using steps to create a

Health Score chart on a similar system is also with in the contemplation of the present

disclosure.

A sample Health Score chart 80 is shown in FIG. 11, plotting a patient's

Health Score, calculated by system 50 as a function of time. The chart 80 includes

scale markings 82 and label material 84 and a Health Score plot 86. The chart 80

shows a sample Health Score plot 86 for a patient who experienced a gastrointestinal

(GI) bleed. During a GI bleed, the amount of bleeding can range from nearly

undetectable to acute, massive, and life threatening. At the beginning of this graph

(which is the first of the 5 days represented), the patient had a Health Score in the low

50s. Shortly thereafter, the patient's Health Score improved to a value in the 60s.

However, at some point on the first day, the Health Score began to decline, e.g., the

Health Score quickly went from a value in the 60s to a value in the 30s. It is at this

particular moment, at the middle of the first day, that the Health Score chart 80 can

prove to be a critical tool for medical care. With the Health Score chart 80 available, it



would be obvious to a physician or nurse that something is going wrong with the

patient at the end of day 1. This is a critical time for the patient, because immediate

treatment may prevent a crisis.

As described above, Health Scores for an admitted patient are generated by

computing excess risk due to deviation from normative values, as a function of each

type of medical data measured against one-year mortality. To provide the Health

Score with continuous input functions for each type of medical data, average one-

year mortality versus averages of each type of medical data for distinct ranges, were

fit to higher-order polynomials based on data obtained from an EMR for a plurality

of different patients. FIG. 12 is a flow chart showing the relationship between the

top flow path which shows the method steps performed to define excess risk due to

deviation from normative values for at least one type of medical data (as described

in FIG. 1), and the bottom flow path which shows the method steps performed to

determine an overall risk inherent in a patient's current condition (as described in

FIG. 10). It should be understood that the top flow path and the bottom flow path do

not necessarily occur at the same time. In an embodiment, the top flow path occurs

first (steps 100-170), wherein functions are derived for assessing excess risk

associated with the medical data, and the data and/or functions are stored within

system 50 for later use in determining the Health Score(s) of the admitted patient. In

step 100, the same type of medical data collected at a first time from a plurality of

patients is collected from an electronic medical record (EMR) by a computer. In step

110, an outcome measurement derived from a second time for each of the plurality of

patients is obtained by a computer. In step 120, a dataset representing each of the

plurality of patients is created by a computer. The dataset includes (x,y) pairs for each

patient, wherein x is the type of medical data at the first time, and wherein y is the

outcome measurement at the second time. In step 130, the (x,y) pairs are ordered by a

computer. In step 140, the (x,y) pairs are binned by a computer to form a plurality of

binned data sets. In step 150, an average value for x (x_bar value) and an average

value for y (y_bar value) for each binned data set is computed by a computer. In step

160, , the minimum average value of y_bar (y_bar (min)) is subtracted from each

y_bar value, resulting in a new average value for y_bar for each binned data set. In

step 170, a function y=f(x) for assessing excess risk associated with the medical data

is derived.



In step 200, a patient is admitted for a particular illness or surgical procedure

and is subsequently connected to system 50. At step 210, various medical

devices/monitors for obtaining the pertinent raw medical data can be attached to the

patient, such as blood pressure monitors, heart rate monitors, and similar devices. At

step 220, interface module 52 begins obtaining the pertinent raw medical data about

the patient and imports this data into system 60. At step 230, the data may be sent to

collection module 54. At step 240, collection module 54 may further obtain any

necessary past medical data, most importantly the past Health Scores of the same

patient. Next, at step 250, transformation module 56 transforms the raw patient

medical data into a usable format, so that all of the disparate forms of medical data

can readily be compiled with one another. The transformation module 56 converts

raw medical data into scaled numbers based on the function derived at step 170. In an

embodiment, the function(s) are stored in storage module 64. In an embodiment, the

functions are stored in the memory of system 50. In an embodiment, the functions are

stored in the memory of another computer that is in communication with system 50.

At step 260, the transformed medical data is sent to combination module 58, which

converts that raw transformed medical data into a Health Score using a predetermined

algorithm. Presentation and/or comparison module 60 of system 50 may be

configured to import the various data components compiled by combination module

58 and to create a Health Score chart for the patient at step 270, and may display it via

interface module 52 of system 50, or on an existing medical information system, such

as the hospital's pre-existing computer system. At step 280, after the Health Score

chart 80 has been generated, presentation and/or comparison module 60 may modify

and display the Health Score chart 80 to healthcare providers, via interface module 52

of system 50. At step 290, presentation and/or comparison module may further save

any necessary information to storage module 64. At step 291, if the Health Score

falls below a predetermined threshold, alert module 62 may inform the healthcare

providers, either through interface module 52 or via some other alarm, that the patient

is in need of attention.

In one embodiment, fifty potential variables may be used from data readily

available in the patient's records. For some or all potential variables, excess risk as a

function of the variable may be computed, as measured by one-year mortality. The

computed excess risk may be the additional mortality risk above the risk for the



variable's minimum mortality. In order to provide the Health Score with continuous

input functions of each of these variables, the plots of 1-year mortality may be

compared with each variable to higher order polynomials. With all variables on a

common risk scale, the relative importance of variables may be determined by using

stepwise logistic regression. Two variable sets (with a total of twenty-six variables)

may be built, one which incorporates data inputted approximately every 4-6 hours

(vital sign and nursing assessments) and the other including data from blood

chemistry panels and blood analysis.

Each set of variables may be used to construct a model scaled from zero to

100, so that the best health would be represented by a value of 100 and the worst

health be represented by a value of zero. The Health Score may consist of a linear

combination of these two models weighted by two factors: a scaling factor, to bring

the absolute values of the two models into alignment, and a time-dependent factor,

used to determine the proportion of the more slowly refreshed chemistry panel model,

whose contribution decays to zero over 48 hours as the data ages.

The Health Score may use 26 variables, for example, vital signs, including

temperature, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, heart rate, blood

oxygen saturation and respiratory rate; nursing assessments, including cardiac,

food/nutrition, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, musculoskeletal, neurological,

peripheral vascular, psycho-social, respiratory, skin/tissue and safety/fall risk

standards; scores, including Braden Scale Heart patterns; blood chemistry, including

blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, chloride, sodium and potassium; and blood analysis,

including hemoglobin and white blood cell count.

As such, the above-described system 50 and accompanying generated Health

Score charts may provide a convenient means for monitoring patient health status,

particularly in hospital post-operational situations. It may allow doctors to get a feel

for the overall health of the patient and to detect trends in the patient's health. Such

information is particularly useful in preventing crisis situations from arising in

patients, where the worsening condition (of a patient of adequate, yet deteriorating

health) is overlooked until it is too late. The creation of the Health Score chart, by the

present disclosure, may help in alerting attending physicians, nurses, or "rapid

response teams" to deteriorating conditions, even when a spot check of the patient's

health would seem to show the patient to be in an adequate state of health.



In addition to the uses outlined above, the Health Score can be used for

statistical analysis. For example, the Health Score and the Health Score charts can be

used in retrospective research. Many studies of drugs and procedures are published

monthly. These studies would benefit from the inclusion of a readily computable

Health Score.

For example, a procedure is often evaluated in terms of mortality rate, length

of hospital stay, or number of re-admissions to the hospital. These measures are all

significant, but at the same time are all rather crude measures. For example, if

"Procedure A" has a mortality rate of 0.5% and "Procedure B" has a mortality rate of

0.7%, it may be very difficult to judge one the superior of the other, using only these

mortality statistics. However, if patients discharged after Procedure A have an

average Health Score of 80, and those discharged after Procedure B have an average

Health Score of 60, there may be a real and meaningful difference between the two

procedures in terms of overall efficacy in treating the patient. Thus, system 50 may

provide a more sensitive measurement of health than any other available measure,

since it is not based solely on major "outcomes" (like discharge or death), but rather

on a more subtle combination of overall health factors. A medical study using the

Health Score, which this disclosure makes readily available for every patient, may

find earlier and easier and more meaningful "statistical significance" than a similar

study that needed to wait for eventual mortality outcomes.

An additional feature of Health Scores generated by system 50 is that the

Health Score can be used as a predictor to assist in determining which patients require

the most care. Although individual symptoms and raw medical data may be varied,

the amalgamated Health Score, as shown on Health Score charts, tends to be an

accurate predictor of patient outcome. Furthermore, incoming Health Scores can be

used as an indicator of survival rates before undergoing certain procedure. Not all

patients are equal when entering the hospital for a procedure. In some cases, a

decision "not to operate" may be made if the risks of complication are too great. An

admission-timed Health Score from system 10 may also provide statistical

information for post-operative survival rates, which could greatly influence a

hospital's decision to recommend the use of surgery, versus alternative treatments.

In some embodiments, the system 50 may allow physicians and nurses and

clinical researchers to provide more effective health care for each patient, especially



those spending several days in a hospital. In some embodiments, hospitals may avoid

errors and reduce crisis management by using the system's ability to detect trends in a

patient's health before the patient reaches a crisis point. Recognizing a serious

decline soon enough to administer proper treatment may be a life-saving benefit. In

some embodiments, the system may give physicians and nurses a way in which to get

the "big picture" of a patient's condition and absorb in a glance perhaps 100 pages of

a patient's medical records. This deeper understanding, along with this new

capability to detect health trends, both short-term (over the space of hours), and long-

term (over the space of days), may be important in delivery of effective medical care.

In some embodiments, an entirely new field of scientific study may be enabled, where

medical and surgical treatments can be evaluated by the new measurements provided

by some of the systems disclosed herein

A method of assessing risk associated with medical data includes creating, by

a computer, a dataset representing a plurality of patients, the dataset comprising (x,y)

pairs for each patient, wherein x represents the medical data collected at a first time,

and wherein y is an outcome measurement collected at a second time; binning, by a

computer, the (x,y) pairs to form a plurality of binned data sets; computing, by a

computer, an average value for x and an average value for y for each binned data set;

determining, by a computer, a minimum average value of y based on all of the

average values of y; subtracting, by a computer, the minimum average value of y from

each average value of y to get a new average value of y for each binned data set; and

deriving, by a computer, a function for assessing risk associated with the medical

data. In an embodiment, the deriving of the function includes computing, by a

computer, a first function defined from average minimum value of x to average

maximum value of x; adding, by a computer, a second constant function to the first

function, wherein the second constant function covers values of x less than the

average minimum value of x; and adding a third constant function to the first function

and the second constant function, wherein the third constant function covers values of

x greater than the average maximum value of x.

A method of determining an overall risk inherent in a patient's current

condition includes receiving, by a computer, a plurality of medical data from an

admitted patient; converting, by a computer, each of the admitted patient's medical

data to Health Score values using a set of functions, wherein each of the functions



defines risk associated with each of the medical data; combining, by a computer, the

Health Score values; generating, by a computer, a Health Score from the combined

data, the Health Score representing the admitted patient's health; and displaying, by a

computer, the Health Score. In an embodiment, the set of functions is derived using

the following steps: (a) creating, by a computer, a dataset representing a plurality of

discharged patients, the dataset comprising (x,y) pairs for each patient, wherein x

represents a single type of medical data collected at a first time, and wherein y is an

outcome measurement collected at a second time; (b) binning, by a computer, the

(x,y) pairs to form a plurality of binned data sets; (c) computing, by a computer, an

average value for x and an average value for y for each binned data set; (d)

determining, by a computer, a minimum average value of y based on all of the

average values of y; (e) subtracting, by a computer, the minimum average value of y

from each average value of y to get a new average value of y for each binned data set;

(f) deriving, by a computer, a function for assessing risk associated with the single

type of medical data; and (g) repeating steps (a)-(f) for other types of medical data to

derive the set of functions. In an embodiment, the method further includes making a

healthcare decision based on the Health Score. In an embodiment, the Health Score

reflects the risk inherent in an admitted patient's current condition. In an embodiment,

the Health Score correlates with various measures of patient risk or vitality, such as:

the likelihood of dying in 48 hours, the likelihood of returning to the hospital within

90 days, the likelihood of dying in the ICU, and the effectiveness with which classes

of discharge disposition can be separated.

A method of assessing excess risk associated with medical data includes

creating, by a computer, a dataset representing a plurality of patients, the dataset

comprising (x,y) pairs for each patient, wherein x represents the medical data

collected at a first time, and wherein y is an outcome measurement collected at a

second time; binning, by a computer, the (x,y) pairs to form a plurality of binned data

sets; computing, by a computer, an average value for x and an average value for y for

each binned data set; determining, by a computer, a minimum average value of y

based on all of the average values of y; subtracting, by a computer, the minimum

average value of y from each average value of y to get a new average value of y for

each binned data set; and deriving, by a computer, a function for assessing excess risk

associated with the medical data. In an embodiment, the deriving of the function



includes computing, by a computer, a first function defined from average minimum

value of x to average maximum value of x; adding, by a computer, a second constant

function to the first function, wherein the second constant function covers values of x

less than the average minimum value of x; and adding a third constant function to the

first function and the second constant function, wherein the third constant function

covers values of x greater than the average maximum value of x.

In an embodiment, the methods disclosed herein can transform data

representing physical objects (i.e., medical data from a patient) into risk associated

with medical data that may be visually displayed. In an embodiment, the methods

disclosed herein can transform data representing physical objects (i.e., medical data

from a patient) into Health Scores that may be visually displayed. The embodiments

described herein may be implemented using any appropriate computer system

hardware and/or computer system software. In this regard, those of ordinary skill in

the art are well versed in the type of computer hardware that may be used (e.g., a

mainframe, a mini-computer, a personal computer ("PC"), a network (e.g., an intranet

and/or the internet)), the type of computer programming techniques that may be used

(e.g., object oriented programming), and the type of computer programming

languages that may be used (e.g., C++, Basic, AJAX, Javascript). The aforementioned

examples are illustrative and not restrictive. For purposes of this disclosure, a

computer or computing device includes a processor and memory for storing and

executing program code, data and software which may also be tangibly stored or read

from any type or variety of well known computer readable storage media such as

magnetic or optical discs, by way of non-limiting example. Computers can be

provided with operating systems that allow the execution of software applications in

order to manipulate data. Personal computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs),

wireless devices, cellular telephones, internet appliances, media players, home theater

systems, servers, and media centers are several non-limiting examples of computing

devices. The computer or computing device can also include a display, such as a

screen or monitor.

For the purposes of this disclosure, a computer readable medium is a medium

that stores computer data in machine readable form. By way of example, and not

limitation, a computer readable medium can comprise computer storage media as well

as communication media, methods or signals. Computer storage media includes



volatile and non-volatile, removable and non-removable media implemented in any

method or technology for storage of information such as computer-readable

instructions, data structures, program modules or other data. Computer storage media

includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, flash memory or

other solid state memory technology; CD-ROM, DVD, or other optical storage;

cassettes, tape, disk, or other magnetic storage devices; or any other medium which

can be used to tangibly store the desired information and which can be accessed by

the computer.

All patents, patent applications, and published references cited herein are

hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety. It will be appreciated that several

of the above-disclosed and other features and functions, or alternatives thereof, may

be desirably combined into many other different systems or applications. Various

presently unforeseen or unanticipated alternatives, modifications, variations, or

improvements therein may be subsequently made by those skilled in the art which are

also intended to be encompassed by the following claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of assessing risk associated with medical data comprising:

creating, by a computer, a dataset representing a plurality of patients, the dataset

comprising (x,y) pairs for each patient, wherein x represents the medical data

collected at a first time, and wherein y is an outcome measurement collected at a

second time;

binning, by a computer, the (x,y) pairs to form a plurality of binned data sets;

computing, by a computer, an average value for x and an average value for y for

each binned data set;

determining, by a computer, a minimum average value of y based on all of the

average values of y;

subtracting, by a computer, the minimum average value of y from each average

value of y to get a new average value of y for each binned data set; and

deriving, by a computer, a function for assessing risk associated with the medical

data.

2 . The method of claim 1 wherein the medical data for each patient is collected at

discharge of the patient from a facility of care.

3 . The method of claim 1 wherein the outcome measurement represents a mortality

of each of the patients.

4 . The method of claim 1 wherein the outcome measurement for each patient is

collected one-year post discharge.

5 . The method of claim 1 wherein the deriving of the function comprises:

computing, by a computer, a first function defined from average minimum value

of x to average maximum value of x;



adding, by a computer, a second constant function to the first function, wherein

the constant function covers values of x less than the average minimum value of

x; and

adding, by a computer, a third constant function to the first function and the

second constant function, wherein the third constant function covers values of x

and greater than the average maximum value of x .

6 . The method of claim 1 wherein the function defines excess risk due to deviation

from normative values.

7 . The method of claim 1 wherein the medical data is selected from one of a

continuous variable, an ordinal score, a categorical class, a binary assessment or

combinations thereof.

8. The method of claim 7 wherein the continuous variable is selected from the group

consisting of albumin/globulin (A/G) ratio, an alanine aminotransferase (ALT or SGPT)

value, an aspartate aminotransferase (AST or SGOT) value, an albumin value, an alkaline

phosphatase value, a blood urea nitrogen (BUN) value, a calcium value, a carbon dioxide

(CO ) value, a chloride value, a creatinine value, a globulin value, a glucose value, a

potassium value, a sodium value, a total bilirubin value, a total protein value, a tropon

value, a base excess value, a fraction of inspired oxygen (FiO2) value, a bicarbonate

(HCO3) value, a partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PCO2) value, a partial pressure of

oxygen (PO2) value, a pH value, a hematocrit percentage, a hemoglobin value, a white

blood cell count, a heart rate value, a diastolic blood pressure value, a systolic blood

pressure value, a respiration rate, a percentage of arterial hemoglobin in oxyhemoglobin

configuration (pulse Ox) and a temperature value.

9 . The method of claim 7 wherein the ordinal score is a Braden Scale score.

10. The method of claim 7 wherein the categorical class is selected from the group

consisting of sinus bradycardia, sinus rhythm, heart block, paced, atrial fibrilation, atrial

flutter, sinus tachycardia and junctional rhythm.

11. The method of claim 7 wherein the binary assessment is a nursing assessment

selected from the group consisting of a food assessment, a neurological assessment, a



psychiatric assessment, a safety assessment, a skin assessment, a genitourinary

assessment, a muscular-skeletal assessment, a respiratory assessment, a cardiac

assessment, a peripheral vascular assessment, a gastrointestinal assessment, a Braden

scale assessment and a pain assessment.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the derived function can be used in calculating an

overall risk inherent in a patient's medical condition.

13. The method of claim 1 wherein the derived function can be used in determining a

risk inherent in a value of corresponding medical data from a patient.

14. A method of determining an overall risk inherent in a patient's current condition

comprising:

receiving, by a computer, a plurality of medical data from an admitted patient;

converting, by a computer, each of the admitted patient's medical data to Health

Score values using a set of functions, wherein each of the functions defines risk

associated with each of the medical data;

combining, by a computer, the Health Score values;

generating, by a computer, a Health Score from the combined data, the Health

Score representing the admitted patient's health; and

displaying, by a computer, the Health Score.

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the medical data is selected from one of a

continuous variable, an ordinal score, a categorical class, a binary assessment or

combinations thereof.

16. The method of claim 14 wherein the set of functions is derived using the

following steps:

(a) creating, by a computer, a dataset representing a plurality of discharged

patients, the dataset comprising (x,y) pairs for each patient, wherein x represents a

single type of medical data collected at a first time, and wherein y is an outcome

measurement collected at a second time;

(b) binning, by a computer, the (x,y) pairs to form a plurality of binned data sets;



(c) computing, by a computer, an average value for x and an average value for y

for each binned data set;

(d) determining, by a computer, a minimum average value of y based on all of the

average values of y;

(e) subtracting, by a computer, the minimum average value of y from each

average value of y to get a new average value of y for each binned data set;

(f) deriving, by a computer, a function for assessing risk associated with the single

type of medical data; and

(g) repeating steps (a)-(f) for other types of medical data to derive the set of

functions.

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the medical data for each discharged patient is

collected at discharge of the patient from a facility of care.

18. The method of claim 16 wherein the outcome measurement represents a mortality

of each of the discharged patients.

19. The method of claim 16 wherein at least some of the functions are derived using

the following steps:

computing, by a computer, a first function defined from average minimum value

of x to average maximum value of x; and

adding, by a computer, a second constant function to the first function, wherein

the constant function covers values of x less than the average minimum value of

x; and

adding, by a computer, a third constant function to the first function and the

second constant function, wherein the third constant function covers values of x

and greater than the average maximum value of x .

20. A method of assessing excess risk associated with medical data comprising:

creating, by a computer, a dataset representing a plurality of patients, the dataset

comprising (x,y) pairs for each patient, wherein x represents the medical data



collected at a first time, and wherein y is an outcome measurement collected at a

second time;

binning, by a computer, the (x,y) pairs to form a plurality of binned data sets;

computing, by a computer, an average value for x and an average value for y for

each binned data set;

determining, by a computer, a minimum average value of y based on all of the

average values of y;

subtracting, by a computer, the minimum average value of y from each average

value of y to get a new average value of y for each binned data set; and

deriving, by a computer, a function for assessing excess risk associated with the

medical data.
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